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Arrays

•The array is a data structure in C programming, which can store a
fixed-size sequential collection of elements of the same data type.
•An array is a collection of data items, all of the same type,
accessed using a common name.
•A one-dimensional array is like a list; A two dimensional array is
like a table;

•Syntax:
type arrayName [ size ];

•This is called a one-dimensional array. An array type can be any
valid C data types, and array size must be an integer constant
greater than zero.



Array Initialization 



Array Example



Two Dimensional Array

• Two Dimensional Array in C is the simplest form of Multi-
Dimensional Array. In C Two Dimensional Array, data is stored in
row and column wise

• Declaration of Two Dimensional Array in 
Data_Type Array_Name[Row_Size][Column_Size]

Data_type:
This will decide the type of elements will accept by two dimensional array in C. For example, If we want to
store integer values then we declare the Data Type as int, If we want to store Float values then we declare
the Data Type as float etc

Array_Name:
This is the name you want to give it to this C two dimensional array. For example students, age, marks,
employees etc

Row_Size:
Number of Row elements an array can store. For example, Row_Size =10, then the array will have 10 rows.

Column_Size:
Number of Column elements an array can store. For example, Column_Size = 8, the array will have 8
Columns.



Two Dimensional Array



Two Dimensional Array Declaration 



Two Dimensional Array Declaration 



C Program

For example matrix of size 3 x 4 
should display like this:

For taking element



C Program

Printing Matrix
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